
Anti-disinformation specialist Intercept 9500 weaves 
own web of contacts
Through its Alliance 9500, the Israeli specialist in the fight 
against disinformation brought on board several cyber 
specialists, such as Cstrategy and BrandShield, and signed a 
strategic partnership with German forensics expert mh 
Service. 
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The Israeli open source intell igence (OSINT) provider Majestic Technologies plans to be in 
Singapore to present its big data analytics platform Rakia at the ISS World Asia 
intell igence trade fair from 6 to 8 September. Majestic, created by Omri Raiter, the 
founder of cyber infiltration expert Senpai Technologies, which is now a part of Intellexa
(IO, 28/05/19), has been building its global presence in recent months. It was already 
present for ISS Europe (IO, 28/04/22) and a company called Rakia Group will present its 
OSINT tools Majestic5 and the Rakia platform at the North American ISS. Majestic's 
technologies form part of the technological OSINT combinations embedded by Intercept 
9500, an Israeli firm specialised in fighting online influence campaigns.
Founded by Itai Yonat, Intercept 9500 has also working on ramping up sales and locked 
in a strategic partnership with German forensics specialist mh Service to distribute its 
services in Europe.

An alliance of cyber experts 
In addition to its partnership with mh Service, Intercept 9500 has reached out to several 
other companies to be able to offer its clients a broader set of services. Under the banner 
of its Alliance 9500, it has brought together the cybersecurity tools of two Israeli firms, 
Cstrategy and BrandShield. For physical security the All iance relies on the expertise of 
the Israeli expert MAX Security while Intercept 9500 and Persona Digital provide their 
OSINT skil ls and abil ity to detect abnormal behaviour and influence campaigns online. 
Yonat's other company, R-Variations, is also part of the consortium. Yonat, who has a 
particularly strong presence in Africa, specialises in building capacity to combat online 
influence at a state level.
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